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Abstract 

Pass by several years, whenever mention the enterprise resource programming, 

the most people all will associate to for put into the huge funds and successfully the 

probability is rather low,the parlance of big etc. of the risk.  

Now the already significant improvement of this kind of parlance is many, 

manufacturer along with the ERP ability of the increase and the product quality is 

gradually perfect, making the successful ducting case example of the domestic 

enterprise continuously increased, carrying out the enterprise resource the 

programming doubtless of have already become numerous manufacturing industries 

and large enterprise and promote management and manage the efficiency one choice.  

Therefore, the domestic enterprise also realizes the importance that the enterprise 

resource programs the system gradually, the enterprise is facing the globalization and 

industry enlarge the productivity quickly etc. factor, make the home each big 

enterprise has to with all strength put into and promote the enterprise competition 

ability in the row or column, so programs the need of the system and increases with 

each passing day to the enterprise resource.  

This research in light of this, waits for the way that the related cultural heritage 

collection compiles through the enterprise resource programming, with the 

understanding enterprise success ducting enterprise resource programs the system of 

method;The suitable individual cases company that immediately after makes selection 



this research makes the research, by the origin studies the interview object that the 

enactment likes to carry on the interview, and the actual observation that individual 

cases company duct into of methods such as condition,the document file and the 

collections of the data etc. to carry on.  

After the results of the adoption in this institute measure the index sign(the 

Process KPIs) analysis method with the individual cases company ducting front and 

ducting of the whole results as a result measures and assesses whether its benefit 

shows or not.  

End, by the conclusion of the case study aims at in times before the cultural 

heritage in inquire into it successful the methodology acts in cooperation mutually, 

with provide the home to will duct into the reference of the enterprise resource 

programming system company in the future.   
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